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Abstract 
Nigeria has transited from military rule to democratic rule coupled with the fact that the 
nation's circumstances have changed drastically. There is the need to review the 
economics curriculum in the Nigerian Universities to address local and peculiar 
issues, particularly the curricula of Microeconomics, Macroeconomics and 
Development Economics. The present course structure of these three areas of 
Economics is becoming less relevant to Nigeria's developmental needs. It is now 
absolutely imperative that the study of Development Economics in Nigeria should 
include the study of issues such as corruption, ethnic/regional conflicts, monoculture, 
governance, poverty, globalization, environmental pollution, environmental degradation, 
Democracy and military among others. These are some of the major factors militating 
against the development of Nigeria's economy. The tools of analysis of 
microeconomics and macroeconomics are rather obsolete. 

Introduction 
Good curriculum is the foundation of sound education. Curriculum determines what information or 

knowledge should be passed on and how it should be done. In addition, it affects behavioural changes in all those 
who pass through it. The purpose of education, generally, is to produce men and women who can actively 
participate in the affairs of their society and also contribute to the total development of such society. To this end, 
education must be able to prepare the individual to be capable of living with himself and others by equipping him 
with appropriate tools. These tools include a set of values for his actions which are acquired through knowledge. 

There are aspects of curriculum that are very important - curriculum planning, content structure, 
effective teaching and curriculum evaluation. The process of planning the curriculum starts with the forming of 
educational objectives which are based on the desire and philosophy of that particular society. This is followed 
by the gathering of relevant information and materials, sorting this information and selecting and synthesizing 
them. In the case of content structure, the knowledge to be imparted should be such that will be relevant and 
responsive to the needs of that society considering the society's level of development and philosophy. 
Teaching relates to how the content of a curriculum is passed on to the learners effectively. For curriculum 
evaluation, it is expected that the content of a curriculum as well as the teaching methods are evaluated against the 
set objectives. This evaluation determines whether there is need for review or not. 

Economics, as a course of study, is necessitated by the dichotomy between human wants and available 
resources to meet those wants. In other words, while human/society's wants are unlimited, resources required to 
meet the wants are scarce. In a world without scarcity, economics as a field of study would be unnecessary. 
Economics, therefore, is concerned with how to best use the available resources to satisfy human wants. If we look 
deeply at our environment today, we shall see that more than ever, the problems agitating the society are 
predominantly economic. The problems of inequality, discrimination, pollution, energy, growth, stagnation and 
retardation are heavily economic. 
Nigerian's circumstances have changed tremendously over the past years hence, the need to review our 
curriculum to keep pace with the changed circumstances. Curricula for most of the subjects studied in Nigeria 
have remained stagnant, static and non-responsive to the progression of the Nigerian society. Many of these 
subjects are still using the curricula developed at independence. Between independence and now, a lot of things 
has changed - population, attitude, character, mode of international relation, perception, nature of economic 
problem, technology and so on. Our curricula are also expected to have changed. Economies' curriculum, which is 
the concern of this paper, is also caught in this web of stagnancy, statics and irrelevance in today's Nigeria's 
nature. The planning of economies' curriculum, its content structure, methods of teaching and the periodic 
evaluation have not received the required attention. The course content and methods of teaching economics in 
the Universities are no longer relevant to the needs of Nigeria. They need lo be reviewed if the objectives of 
studying economics are to be realized in the present circumstances. The tools of analysis of microeconomics and 
macroeconomics are also not relevant and sensitive to the Nigerian situation. Also, is the structure of 
development economics. In the present curriculum of economics, microeconomic and macroeconomic 
analyses are done on the assumptions that information is perfect and market system is efficient. These 
assumptions are derived from the picture of the classicals and advanced capitalist economies. It is a very clear fact 
that the economy of Nigeria ( like that of other Less Developed Countries, LDCs ) is nowhere the same as that of 



the advanced economies or that pictured by the classical, hence, the theories of demand and supply, production, 
saving-investment. Investment-Saving and Locus of equilibrium in Money (ISLM) model etc are dogmatically 
studied in Nigeria without tailoring them, with modifications, to Nigeria's needs. Undue emphasis has been 
placed on their study without the concern for their relevance and applicability in our local economy. 
Development economics is an aspect of economics that studies causes and features of underdevelopment 
and possible direction towards development. The curriculum for this aspect of economics has rather remained 
static and not sensitive to new factors that have emerged which are militating against economic development 
which are basically peculiar to the Nigerian environment. The effects of regional/ethnic conflicts, corruption, 
monoculture, bad governance etc on development are very devastating, yet many Universities in Nigeria have not 
incorporated the study of these issues in their economies' curriculum. Again, we claim that we are training 
development experts who will show us the path to development. This is a serious Armageddon. 

The issue is not globalizing our curriculum, it is to have appropriate curriculum that will be more 
responsive to our needs, addressing local and peculiar issues that hinder development. 

The concern of this paper, therefore, is to examine the economies' curriculum in the Nigerian Universities 
and make recommendations for changes in the content structure and methods of leaching for effectiveness and 
relevance to the growth and development of Nigeria. In achieving the above objectives, attention will be 
focused on only three areas of economics - microeconomics, macroeconomics and development economics. 

The remaining part of this paper is divided into three sections. Section II looks at curriculum and 
education. Section 111 examines appropriate economics1 curriculum, while section IV gives the concluding 
remarks. 

Curriculum and Education 
There is need to change the knowledge, skills, interests, values and character of the people if a country 

must realize its aspirations. This is the essence of education. Education is the only alternative to violent 
revolution. Education is the only instrument of change on a grand scale. According to Aggarwal (2002), "it is 
a sure and tried instrument". The Indian Education Commission 1964 - 66 report ,as reported by Aggarwal 
(2002) stated that " it is a difficult instrument whose wnd to wave wishes into existence, it is a difficult 
instrument whose effective use requires strengths of will. dedicated work and sacrifice". Aggarwal (2002) 
reported the view of 'The International Commission on the Development of Education' as 

"education must recognize itself for what it is: it may be the product of history and 
society, but it is not their passive play thing. It is an essential 

factor in shaping the future, particularly at (lie present moment ...... " 

Aggarwal (2002) in referring to education as an agent of social change stated the " the problem of 
education in relation to social change is two-fold - adjustment to the changing situation and creation of a new 
order or education for social progress". According to him, education is both retrospective and progressive; it is 
both conservative and progressive. He added that education transmits the culture of one generation to another. The 
main point being made above is that education is the instrument needed to bring about the desired change in the 
society. 
Curriculum is the basis on which educational objectives are achieved. Onwuka (1991) sees curriculum as a 
process of" learning which takes ail human sensitivities - political, economic and professional - into account. 
Four aspects of curriculum are relevant: planning and developing the curriculum content structure effective 
teaching curriculum evaluation and review According to Onwuka (1991), 

Planning refers to creating a curriculum or curriculum construction for an identifiable 
population or group. It involves the construction and use of planned goals and 
objectives, the choice of content and instructional materials, appropriate methods and 
the type of evaluation to be used to determine the level of success of the instruction or 
programme. 

He added "preparing the syllabus, scheme of work and lesson notes is part of the curriculum planning. A 
curriculum plan is therefore a guide which suggests steps to be taken in the process of education. Curriculum 
development, on the other hand, is the process of implementing the theoretical plan to attain educational ends. 
Curriculum development is frequently used to describe the creation of curriculum materials, including materials for 
use by students, that are products of curriculum planning but not in themselves curriculum plans. This is to say that 
the carrying out of the plans and the modifications, where necessary, is referred to as curriculum development. 

Economies' Curriculum v 
Economics1 curriculum is the totality of all what is required to equip the learners with economies' 



knowledge needed to contribute to the economic transformation of the nation. We shall relate the four aspects of 
curriculum to economics as follows: 

planning and developing the economies' curriculum 
economies' content structure 
effective teaching of economics 
economies' curriculum evaluation and review 

Planning and Development of Economies' Curriculum 
Planning the economics1 curriculum begins with the formulation of the objectives for studying 

economics. These objectives stem from the knowledge that available resources are not enough to meet desired 
wants. Amidst all this, the society strives to maximize the economic welfare of the people by optimizing the use 
of the available resources. The planning of economics curriculum should therefore be such that the learners are 
well equipped with the knowledge of how the economy works, how the decisions and actions of individual units 
in the economy and that of the entire economy affect the welfare of the people. To this end, past 
experiences/states of the economy, the present/changing circumstances and expected future outlook must be put 
into consideration when planning the economies' curriculum. 
At independence, the nation was not challenged by serious economic problems, it was largely political problem - 
gaining political independence. Then, unemployment and inflation were not serious problems, population was 
small, the nation exported abroad more than it imported from abroad, culminating in favourable balance of 
payments, regional/ethnic conflicts were virtually nonexistent, nobody knew anything about embezzlement of 
public funds, technology was at its infancy and the administrators of the nation were more concerned about how 
to serve the people and meet their needs. That period could therefore be contented with 'conservative 
economies'. Today, things have changed. All the things mentioned above have turned the opposite side. Thus, 
we require 'aggressive economies'. To have this, the curriculum for economics, particularly in the Universities in 
Nigeria must change and made more aggressive to keep pace with realities of today. Unfortunately, this has not 
been the case. It is highly worrisome that many Universities are still using the economics curriculum developed in 
1960s. Many economics graduates today are 'behind the time' having been loaded with antiquated, irrelevant, 
outdated and non-responsive economies' knowledge. Today, the realization of the inability to meet basic needs 
of life has made people to take a revenging tour into forests which has degraded our environment. The planning 
and development of economics curriculum needs to be done in this light. 

Economics Content Structure 
Microeconomics and macroeconomics are the two dominant approaches to the analysis of economic 

problems. While microeconomics is concerned with the behaviour of individual economic units in the society, 
macroeconomics studies the behaviour of the aggregate economy as a whole. Although the two approaches have 
the same objective, that is, to know how the variables that determine the economic welfare of the people are 
influenced, they adopted different approaches. At the earlier stages of the development of these two approaches, 
they were considered to be opposing and substitutes for one another. The classical adopted the microeconornic 
approach to the analysis of economic problems while J.M. Keynes developed and used the macroeconomic 
approach, believing that it is the behaviour of the aggregate economy that matters and not the behaviour of the 
individuals. Today, the study of economics has married the two approaches seeing the two as being 
complimentary rather than opposing. The neo-classicals, the neo-Keynesians and even the modern day 
economists ( post-Keynesians) have accepted this view. Development economics is an aspect of economics that 
studies the causes and features of nndcrtievelopment. It is hoped that with the knowledge of these causes and 
features, a direction for development may emerge. 

The current content structure of microeconomics, macroeconomics and development economics are 
not relevant to the developmental needs of Nigeria and hence requires review. Most of the topics included in the 
syllabus of micro/macroeconomics were dogmatically imported from foreign curricula which were planned 
and developed based on their environment and needs, particularly those of America and Britain, 'fake the 
theory of demand and supply for instance. The theory teaches that the interaction of demand and supply 
determines the equilibrium price. Not only that, that the equilibrium would be restored if there is an external shock 
that disturbed the equilibrium. This is based purely on the assumption that there is no external intervention like 
government influence. In other words, the market is perfect. In Nigeria, we all know that market is far from being 
perfect. Government is always intervening in the economy, activities of unions are very significant, supply is very 
rigid and so on. In the ISLM model, to attain equilibrium in the goods market, saving is to be equal to investment 
and to attain equilibrium in the money market; supply of money must-be equal to the demand for money. The 
peculiar thing about Nigeria is that most people do not save because of low level of income. Infact, studies like 
that of Oluleye (2008) have shown that most Nigerians consume more than their income. This means they are 
perpetually in debt. If there are-no savings to be equated to investment or to generate investment, how then is 



investment promoted in Nigeria? These are peculiar issues in Nigerian macroeconomic analyses. In the area of 
development economics, regional/ethnic/religious conflicts, bad governance, corruption, monoculture, 
environmental degradation and pollution etc have become very relevant to understand the developmental 
challenges facing the nation. Although the knowledge of these basic theories is essential, undue emphasis at the 
expense of local and peculiar issues should be avoided. 

A synopsis of the proposed course contents for microeconomics, macroeconomics and development 
economics is hereby presented 

Microeconomics 
Microeconomics is a branch of economics that studies how individuals, households and firms and some states 
make decisions to allocate limited resources usually in markets where goods or services are being bought 
and sold. To make the study of microeconomics relevant to the Nigerian economy, three areas of the content 
should be reviewed to emphasize peculiar issues. These areas are: *t*      Price determination - there should be 
a detailed study on how prices are determined in an economy. The three major ways are through the forces of 
demand and supply, auction and legislation ( either by government or unions). Emphasis should be laid on 
legislation as the method usually used in Nigeria. 

*>      Theory of production - emphasis should be on peculiar nature of production in Nigeria. *»*      
Market structure - with emphasis on oligopoly and monopolistic competition which are the characteristic 
feature of Nigerian markets. 

Macroeconomics 
Macroeconomics involves the sum total of economic activity. A major aim of the study of 

macroeconomics is lo gain an understanding of the underlying determinants of the magnitude and/or rate of 
change of aggregate variables (Obi, 2001). The study of macroeconomics in Nigeria should be such that include 
and emphasize peculiar issues and variables which should begin with the analysis of Nigeria's macroeconomic 
framework. The following topics are relevant and should be tailored towards Nigerian situation: 

principles of macroeconomics 
Nigerian macroeconomic framework 
national income 
demand and supply side of the economy 
economic problems 
dynamics of growth 
economic policies 

Development Economies 
The study of development economics iu Nigeria should include the following: 

> corruption 
> ethnic/religious/regional conflicts 
> monoculture 
> governance 
> poverty 
> globalization 
> environmental pollution 
> environmental degradation 
> poverty 
> democracy 
> military 
> urbanization 
> financial crisis 
> energy 
> attitude and character 
> land tenure system 
> chieftaincy 

All the above are significant factors in the drive towards economic development. 
It is not that the old topics should not be taught, the point is emphasis should be laid on emerging 

issues that have significant effects on development process. 

Effective Teaching of Economies' Curriculum 



The changing circumstances of the developing countries and the peculiar issues unfolding have 
necessitated a change in the teaching approach if teaching is to be effective. Issues discussed should be related to 
the immediate environment. While microeconomics and macroeconomics should be taught to students at all 
levels and in all the semesters in the four-year programme, development economics should be taught in 300 and 
400 levels and one semester each. In addition, final year students of economics should be encouraged to write 
their research projects in development economics applying the knowledge gained in micro/macroeconomics 
to the Nigeria's economic problems. Students should be assisted to identify current economic problems in 
Nigeria and write projects in the areas. As Stuart (1995) noted, economic development course should introduce 
students to development issues at the spatial scale running from individual, household or village levels to the 
national and international issues. We concur with Anyanwu (2001) that the modes of study of economics 
should consist of the following: *J* formal classroom instructions (lecture) - a minimum of three (3) 
contact hours is  

recommended  for each of micro/macroeconomics  and  two  (2)  hours  for development  
economics per week tutorials - a minimum of one (1) hour for tutorials for each of them per 
week seminars - two (2) hours of seminar on each of the courses per week practical ~ one 
(1) hour of practical per week project work - a project work on each of the courses for the 
semester 

Anyanwu (2001), also suggested these methods. The lecture mode of study is now inadequate and using 
it only is completely obsolete. What is required for teaching effectiveness is the combination of the modes 
listed above. In addition to lectures, tutorials on what has been taught in the classroom are necessary and should be 
incorporated into the curriculum. As a part of the course requirements, seminars (on which students will be 
asked to produce papers) and practicals are essential. The practicals will involve students visiting relevant 
establishments, agencies and organisations to obtain firsthand information on a particular economic problem 
confronting the nation. It also includes students going into the economies' laboratory, equipped with computer 
facilities and packages, to do economic analyses with economic and econometric software and packages. There are 
so many of them available now. These will make students to better understand the nature of the economic 
system and the nature and depth of economic problems confronting the nation. Students at all level should be 
made to do project work on an economic pjoblem facing the country. This may not necessarily be the final year 
project. The teaching of economics should be made more practical as much as possible rather than the pure 
theoretical teaching currently being practiced. 

All the above should be aggregated in determining a student's overall performance in any 
economies' course. The following proportion of assessment is suggested: 
•S Examination - this should be made up of: 
theory 50% 
practicals 20%      70% 
S Continuous assessment: 
seminars 10% 
project work      10% 
others 10%      30% 

100% 

In assessing the practical aspect, the students will demonstrate their knowledge of the use of econometric 
packages to analyze a given problem. 

Microeconomic/macroeconomic models usually taught in the schools are over-simplified and so are far 
from reality. According to Onimode (2001), "there are two main purposes for which a model is built - analysis 
and prediction". According to him, analysis implies the explanation of the behaviour of economic units, 
consumers, or producers; prediction is the possibility of forecasting the effects of changes in some magnitudes in 
the economy. He added that 'the validity in a model may be judged on its predictive power, the consistency and 
realism of its assumptions, the extent of information it provides, its generality and simplicity. It is the 
over-simplification of models that has rendered them useless, lacking the ability of analysis and prediction. Three 
approaches of teaching economics need to be emphasized. These are: 

<*      description (using words) 
*t*      geometry (use of graphs) 
<*      algebra (functions and equations) 

This combination will go a long way in making teaching effective. Lecturers of economics, particularly 
microeconomics and macroeconomics, also need to sharpen their knowledge of algebra and geometry. 



Economies are so complex today that we need a multi-dimensional approach to understand them. Most times, 
these approaches are complimentary and reinforcing. The method of using only one approach to teach economics 
has proved defective and can no longer meet the needs of today's, complexities. Anyanwu (2001) recommended 
that qualified lecturers, relevant textbooks, relevant journals and computer facilities should be made available if 
teaching of economics is to be made effective. 

 
Economics Curriculum Evaluation and Review 

From time to time, the curriculum of economics needs to be evaluated and reviewed in line with the 
dictates of the economy, in the words of Ndubisi (1991), " curriculum evaluation relates to the diagnosis of the 
curriculum in order to take a decision to further improve it or some aspects of  
it ...... ". Lewy (1979) defined curriculum evaluation a "the provision of information for the sake of  
facilitating decision making at various stages of curriculum development". In the view of Bloom (1971), 
evaluation of curriculum is the systematic collection of evidence to determine whether in fact, certain changes are 
taking place in the learners as well as to determine the amount or degree of change in individual students. Groulund 
(1976) defined evaluation as systematic process of determining the extent to which instructional objectives are 
achieved by pupils ( students). In the light of the above definitions, curriculum evaluation should be seen as 
continuous process which may look for the diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses in the curriculum or an 
identification of the results of instructions or a recognition of the need for teacher education or the selection of 
a new basis for changing educational policies (Ndubisi, 1991). In effect therefore, as the circumstances in 
Nigeria change, the economies' curriculum needs to be evaluated taking note of current realities-Concluding 
Remarks 

An appropriate curriculum must meet the needs of change or accommodate the current need of change, 
identify the problems in a society and provide a direction towards possible solution through adequate 
planning, content structure, effective teaching and periodic evaluation. May be another feature of 
underdevelopment is static curriculum. A good and effective curriculum is that which is reviewed in accordance 
with the dictates of the societal needs. The study of economics is a vital instrument in the development df any 
society. But where the curriculum is' imported' or 'static', not responding to the changing circumstances of such 
society, then it becomes inappropriate and therefore ineffective. This is the case with the study of economics in 
Nigeria. 

To make economies' curriculum relevant lo Nigeria, its planning must take into account the prevailing 
circumstances of the nation, its content structure should be tailored towards the nation's developmental needs, 
its teaching should be done in a combination of ways-lecture, tutorials, seminars, practical and project work - 
for effectiveness and the curriculum should be evaluated and reviewed periodically to accommodate the changing 
circumstances. 
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